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oneDPA – making Data Protection Agreements more straightforward. 
Widely known for their oneNDA product, TLB Law, the leading legal design, operations and
transformation legal design authority, has also produced oneDPA for data protection agreements in
conjunction with Claustack and PWC. We’ve incorporated their playbook, process flow map, and
documents into this Phundex Pathway to streamline how you deal with data protection agreements.
You can use these to create your own DPAs via Phundex by following the playbook and process map
to ensure you select the correct provisions of the SPA, the modules and the IDT Agreement. 
You can also use the link for the automated process and then upload the final version into the relevant
Phundex Platform. 

Phundex oneDPA Pathway 
We’ve included all oneDPA’s materials to make accessing and completing your data protection
agreements easier. In the first Stage, we include the oneDPA process map to allow you to work
through which document(s) you’ll require to meet your circumstances, as well as the oneDPA
playbook that walks you through the process. In the second Stage, we include all of the documents
referenced in the process map and pathway to allow you to complete the documents as required. As a
final option, you can also use the link to Contractpodai’s site to Complete your DPA. 

When to use

https://www.tlb.law/
https://contractpodai.com/onedpa/
https://contractpodai.com/onedpa/
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OneDPA Process Map
OneDPA Playbook 

OneDPA Process
What's included
We've listed here the Stages and Tasks for this Pathway.  We've also included a list of the Task Forms
where you can capture documents, and any sample documents included as part of the Pathway
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OneDPA Agreement 
OneDPA Module 1
OneDPA Module 2
OneDPA Module 3
OneDPA Module 4
OneDPA IDT Agreement 
OneDPA IDT Addendum

OneDPA Agreement 
OneDPA Module 1
OneDPA Module 2
OneDPA Module 3
OneDPA Module 4
OneDPA IDT Agreement 
OneDPA IDT Addendum
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